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Predictive Control Synthesis of an Industrial Control Loop With JMP 

By Thomas Zelikman, NNE (oltz@nne.com) 

JMP was used to import and join files from several different temporal data sources, 

including vibration measurements, machine operation data and video files. With JSL in 

JMP, it was possible to create a script that performs all necessary conversions and 

preconditioning of data such as extraction of sound from video files, spectral analysis of 

sound and vibration and synchronization of temporal data with geometrical measurement 

positions on the specimens produced in the process to enable linking process events with 

measurements on the output. Multivariate methods were used to create a prediction of the 

output suitable for exporting predictor expression to the controller. Design of 

experiments methods were used to identify how the output should be affected to close the 

control loop and obtain the desired response. 

Background 

A process produces plates with certain requirements to surface quality. Surface quality 

attributes are measured in a pattern over the whole surface and each measurement point 

can be linked to a time point in the process. The process must accept a wide range of 

input material which necessitates adjusting process parameters. Wrong parameters give 

faster output but destroy surface quality. Conservative settings make the process slow and 

consume high amounts of consumables and can also destroy surface quality if too 

conservative. Also, operators believe, they can sometimes hear when the process is not 

performing well. 

Project objective 

The objective of the project is to enable the process to adjust itself to incoming material, 

to ensure that quality attributes of the output are within acceptable ranges. 

Designed experiments are used to establish an understanding of how control parameter 

settings affect the quality attributes. 

Data of the designed experiments are used to determine if and how quality attributes can 

be predicted during a process run from continuously measured process indicators in 

realtime. 
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Figure 1. A depiction of the objective which is to be able to listen to the process, predict what is happening and adjust the process 

in realtime during production 

 

This knowledge is used to create a closed loop predictive control system for the process. 

This is achieved by implementing the process adjustments directly in the current 

controller. 

Overall experimental setup 

The designed experiments are roughly based on the following factors:  

• 3 Control parameters 

• 2 Noise parameters parameters which can be controlled in the laboratory 

setup 

• 1 Covariate that changes over time due to wear 

The process is equipped with extra sensors and datalogging, and during a process run 

various signals are recorded as time series. 

Process control measurements and external datalogger measurements are recorded in 1 

Hz. Vibration measurements in 3 axes are recorded in 1 kHz and Video recordings from 

which sound is extracted are in 22kHz. 

Various outputs are measured, but the most important quality characteristic is measured 

at a predefined matrix on the specimens offline after the production run. As each location 

of the measurement corresponds to a time in the production run, a spatial to temporal 

mapping is necessary to relate the production measurements to the quality characteristic. 

Challenges 

Several challenges were identified at the beginning of the project: 
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• Synchronization: Datalogger time series, vibration and sound 

measurements and process indicators  offline measurements on 

physical part 

• Handling vibration and sound 

• Large number of experiments (approx. 50 per DoE) 

• Non-linear quality attributes 

• Large and variable number of output measurements per experiment ( 70+) 

• Several days per DoE 

• Slow offline measurements 

• Total of approx. 200 separate files in 5 different formats must be handled 

per DoE 

• Several DoE’s must be executed 

• Budget is limited 

To ensure effective data handling, all data preparation for final analysis was automated in 

JSL. 

Data preparation 

Below is shown the steps and documents involved in setting up experiments, data 

collection and analysis of data. Before analysis all data is joined either on key columns or 

time stamps. 

 

Figure 2. Steps in performing experiments, collecting and analyzing data  

Preparation of Quality attribute measurements 

Quality attributes are mapped into a time stamp from knowledge of when the process 

started and from inspecting the sound files and process measurements. This enables 

transforming positions into time stamps: 
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Figure 3. Positions are converted to time stamps by combining with knowledge of when and how the process was run. 

This mapping makes it possible to join the measurements with events and measurements 

during the process run as shown below: 

 

Figure 4. Measurements are mapped to times during a process run. 

Furthermore, the most important quality attribute needs to be transformed into a deviation 

from a reference which is considered to be the target for the process. There are some 

systematic patterns in the deviation and the deviation also has a discontinuity. To 

accommodate for this, a derived measure is used to estimate the deviation from target: 
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Figure 5. Quality attribute (upper half)  is transformed into a derived measure (bottom half). 

Sound and vibrations 

The visual part of the video files is only used for sanity checks and for verifying the 

algorithms for the treatment of sound files. 

Sound data is extracted from the video files in JSL by calling an open source tool 

“FFMPEG” as a command line executable from JSL. 

The raw sound and vibration files are imported as tables and sliced into windows. On 

each window, a window function is applied and Jmp’s builtin FFT function is used to 

transform the data from time- to frequency domain. The FFT returns Real and Imaginary 

components. Amplitude is calculated as: 𝐴𝑚𝑝 = √𝑅𝑒2 + 𝐼𝑚2 which is converted to 

decibel by: 𝐷𝐵 = 20𝐿𝑜𝑔10(𝐴𝑚𝑝). 
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Figure 6. Steps in performing a FFT transformation 

 

The distance in time between windows is synchronized to datalogger and process 

controller sampling frequency of 1Hz. 
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Figure 7. Transforming sound and vibration into frequency domain 

In the frequency domain each frequency corresponds to a column n (1… N) and each row 

corresponds to a time point: 
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Figure 8. Frequency domain table 

The frequencies can be calculated from: 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞(𝑛) = (𝑛 − 1) ∗
𝐹𝑠

𝑁
 where n is the n’th 

component (1-based) from the FFT, N is the number of samples in the window and Fs is 

the sampling frequency. 

The frequency domain data can be used in a various ways. In the data preparation, the 

average of ceartain frequencies can be used to determine certain points of interest, as 

some frequencies tend to appear at certain process conditions: 
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Figure 9. Averaging certain frequencies can be used to identify point of interes in the sound data. 

Finalized datafiles 

Some additional transformations are applied and additional columns with integrals, 

differences and lags are calculated to allow including historical measurements and 

integrators as predictors. 
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Figure 10. Dataset overview from the first DoE  

Prediction 

If the quality attribute(s) can be predicted from a set of the online measurements, the 

prediction can be used as input for a control algorithm. As soon as the predicted value 

starts to increase beyond a given threshold, the process is adjusted. 

All inputs were considered as potential predictors and were screened using both the PLS 

platform in JMP Pro and the predictor screening. Both methods agreed on the same 

predictors. 

For prediction, PLS showed good performance compared to complexity of the resulting 

prediction expression. 

To battle overfitting, the data was split up into training and validation. Two methods were 

applied for this – one where data was stratified per DoE-run and one, where entire DoE-

runs were selected as validation runs. Both methods resulted in the same predictors. 

The results from a reduced model is shown below: 
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Figure 11. Actual vs. Predicted plots. 

Further reduction is possible as well as other predictors, so the final decision on 

predictors will depend on what is most robust to other changes than what was included in 

the first DoE. 

Other models such as neural networks and bootstrap forest were evaluated, but at this 

stage PLS showed the best performance/complexity ratio. JMP’s model comparison 

platform can be used to quickly create an overview comparison: 

 

Figure 12. Performance of three different platforms compared on validation data. 

JMP Pro also allows for direct extraction of the formulas in various formats, including c-

code which can be directly incorporated in the controller: 
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Figure 13. Example of c-code output 

Closing the loop 

Having a model for predicting the quality attribute, what remains is to find out if the how 

the quality attribute can be affected. 

For this, a table containing the maximum and mean values of the quality attributes from 

each DoE run is compiled from the full data table. Each row corresponds to one 

experiment with pre-set process parameters 
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Figure 14. From each run the maximum and mean values are extracted 

 

The DoE data is fitted using standard model fit methods, to establish how pre-set process 

parameters affect CQA’s 

The results are summarized in the prediction profiler: 

 

Figure 15. Prediction profiler on the DoE results. 

The prediction profiler suggests that when Y2 is predicted too high, X_9,  and X_1 can 

be decreased until prediction shows acceptable values. (X_8 is a noise factor and X_31 

cannot be changed) 
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More work remains to be done, such as more DoE’s with more configurations with 

validation on the real-time controller. 

Conclusion 

Proof of concept was established, showing that prediction of the output is possible and 

that the output can be affected by pre-set parameters Some of these parameters are 

controllable during the process for feedback control. 

A realtime controller implementation eliminates many of the error sources currently in 

the datasets, such as synchronization issues and tolerance issues in the spatial to temporal 

conversion. 

Still more experiments need to be done, covering all possible configurations, but as all 

data handling has been automated, the data preparation and analysis tasks can be finalized 

quickly and effectively. 


